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"TELL THE TRUTH AND DON'T BE AFRAID."

Eastern Illinois University, Charleston

CAMPUS

I COMMUNITY

Faculty 'attack' diversity issues
r

Faculty Development
address family,
respect, global
understanding for
minority students

• 0

~
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By Kaitlyn Lonkar
Staff Reporter

As Aretha Franklin and Sister
Sledge said, "We are all family
and everyone wanrs just a little
respect."
Mildred Pearson, director of
Faculty Development, agrees with
both of the arrisrs but she would
make a slight change in the lyrics,
if she could.
"If I could rewrite these lyrics I
would say I have all my colleagues,
studenrs and me," Pearson said.
"And the three themes that we
are addressing in our workshop
are famjjy, respect and global
understanding."
Pearson wanes Eastern to keep
in mind that the faculty, staff
and srudents are fumi.l_y and have
some of the same problems as
normal families do. The faculty
and srudents come from all
over to agree and disagree on
certain topics. Along with that
come challenges that she knows
and strongly believes we can
overcome.
"EIU, you are tougher than you
know," Pearson said.
To help address her three
themes, Faculty Development
hosted a small learning community
session on race and ethnicity that
brought up conversations that were
much needed but difficulr for some
srudenrs co discuss.
The group took advantage of

CAMPUS

KEUY MARIE CREMENT I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Mildred Pearson, director of Faculty Development, talks about race and ethnicity in the Charleston-Mattoon Room in the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union on Tuesday.

the large turnout that filled the
Charleston/Mattoon Room of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union. The seven
guiding
principles were discussed with
hopes of making Eastern as well as
its surrounding community more
diverse.
The most important principle

I STUDENT AFFAIRS

CITY

Name game pays off
McKinney ARD wins
adviser of the year
award
By Sheree Patterson
Staff Pieporter

Temetria Hargett thinks people
might consider her a little strange.
She knows almost everybody's
name.
And McKinney Hall's associate
resident director introduces herself
to everybody.
"I may weird some people out,"
she said. "Bue having connections
with people on that one-on-one
level, relationships can grow on
that level."
Hargerr is the winner of the
Illinois Residence Hall Association
adviser of the year award.
"t still don't believe it," she said.
"I told my ball council members I
need proof."
In rhcir annual conference

to Pearson was hope and having
positive progress on campus.
"There are many posmve
progresses the university has made
such as the different heritage
months and students of different
races increasing to over 10 percent,"
said Bonnie Irwin, dean of the
Honors College.

of state residence Feb. 23-25 ar
Southern Illinois University at
Edwardsville, Hargerr said her
main motivation fur the job is
helping students.
Hargerr has traveled far for
the job she loves. She attended
Mercer University in Macon,
Ga., and graduated in 2006. She
received her bachelor's degree in
Spanish and during her senior
year, she discovered she wanted co
be involved with college student

affairs.
Hargett
interviewed
with
Eastern at the Southern Placement
Exchange,
a
job-placement
conference held in Tennessee.
"I liked the people I interviewed
with,
everyone
introduced
themselves and everyone was
friendly," said Hargett about her
interview. "{When) I came to
campus it was the same way and
they were willing to work with my
H

SEE ADVISER, PAGE 5 •

Checel Jordan, a junior public
relations
major,
questioned
Eastern's amount of diversity.
"It all depends on the individual
point of view," Jordan said. "I do
believe that we need co be fostered
more in learning about diversity."
Some of the concerns for
diversity can stern from race/

ethnicity, religion, language, sexual
orientation, age or disability. Even
though this workshop was mainly
about race/ethnicity, the other
topics were addressed.
"We need to bridge the gap and
support chem," Jordan said about
H

SEE DIVERSITY, PAGE 5

I ECONOMY

Coles County placed on
Illinois poverty warning list
By Rob Siebert
Senior City Reporter

Coles County bas been placed
on the Illinois Poverty Summit's
warning list for 2007.
In the Summit's 2007 report,
Coles County's poverty level was
reponed co be 14.4 percent as of
2004. The state average is 11.9
percent.
Four indicators were used in the
report: poverty races, high school
graduation rates, unemployment
rates and teen birth rates.
A point was given co a county
if a certain rate was higher
than the state average, or it had
increased from the previous
year. Counties with more than
six poincs were placed on the
warning list.

WHY COLES coum IS ON THE WARNING UST
Counties received a point if a rate was higher than average for lfunois. or had increased
from last year. Six or more points means inclusion in the poverty warning llst.

" PonrtJ level: 14.4 percent In Coles County; 11.9 percent in Illinois

• Hit• sc•ool 9radlllltio• rate: 86.5 percent in Coles County; 87.8 percent in Illinois
• U...ploJ!Hllt rate: 4.9 pertent In Coles County (as of 2006); 4.6 percent in Illinois
"1... Wrtli rate: 10.4 percent In Coles County (as of 2004); 9.9 percent in Illinois
Unemployment rates and teen birth rates decreased from previous years but were still
above average for the state.
- Illinois Poverty Summit's 2007 report

The report documented that
Coles County had 5,000 ro 9,999
people in poverty in 2004.
Mayor John Inyart said the data
may be tainted by the inclusion of
Eastern students who don't have a
lot of money.
However, Inyart added diere are

a number of residents who live with
a certain amounr of difficulty.
"I think we have many people
who srruggle ro live week to week,"
Inyart said. "Bur I'm not sure I
agree with the report that we are

» SEE WARNING, PAGE 5
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Student Senate gets formal

Production staff
Night

chief•··-·········........................... Nora Maberry

Lead Designer ...................................Mike McGlothin

By Matt Hopf
Student Government Reporter

A bylaw change will be
introduced at tonight's Student
Senate meeting to allow the Student
Senate speaker to cancel a meeting
if necessary.
The Student Senate was canceled
cwo weeks ago because of inclement
weather.
In
the
Student
Body
Constitution it states chat Student
Senate meetings are to be held once
a week during the fall and spring
semesters at the discretion of the
Student Senate speaker.
However, the Student Senate
Bylaws states chat regular meetings
are co be held once a week.
The way things are right now,
a speaker can cancel a meecing
because the constitution says so,
said Student Senate Speaker Jeff

Lange.
The change will set formal
guidelines on when meetings should
or should not be canceled, he said.
"I chink it just formalizes the
process."
The wording of the bylaw
has not been finalized yec, but
it was on the agenda of Tuesday
night's committee on Legislative
Leadership meecing. The wording
of the bylaw will probably say chat
che speaker can cancel a meeting
because of inclement weather or if
the universiry cancels classes, Lange
said.
The Student Senate will also
address another bylaw change
char will only require the External
Relations committee to meet as a
whole only once a month.
The committee is currently
required co meet only once a month.
Tue bylaw change would formalize
an operation chac the committee has

done for the last four semesters, said
Kent Ohms, chair of the External
Relations committee.
With everyone's schedules it
is tough to schedule, he said. The
committee includes the mayor
of Charlescon, the city manager,
two city council members, a
represencacive from the Chamber
of Commerce and a Charleston
citizen.
"There really isn't enough work
co jusci.fy meecing twice a month,"
said Mayor John Inyart. "To put
it in perspective, the city operates
a $21 million budget with 140
employees and only meets twice a
month."
The proposed bylaw changes will
be tabled uncil next week's meeting
when a vote can cake place.
All bylaw changes may not be
voted on uncil their second reading.
The proposals will need a two-thirds
majoriry vote co be enacted.

Online Reporter

There were 172 colleges and
universities compccing for the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency
College/Universiry Parmer of the
Year, but it was Eastern chat walked
awaywich the prize in 2006. Eastern
also won a Parmer of the Year award
in 1999.
AlanRathe, recyclingcoordinacor
at Eastern, said he was pleased with
the efforts made by faculry, staff
and students, but Eastern could still
improve in regards to the three R's.
"Everyone has recycling down pat,"
Rathe said. "Reduce and re-use are
the fuse two important things."
Rathe said his job as recycling
coordinator
means
getcing
everything recycled and to the right
place.
However, he is not alone in chis
venture.
He added that he has eight
student workers chat pick up
recyclables on campus. Last year
about 372 tons of paper and
cardboard alone were collected,
Rathe said.
All of the buildings on Eastcrn's
campus are doing a good job
recycling, Rathe said. H e added
chat he would like to see greater
influence placed on reducing waste
and reusing materials. This could
be anything from copying on
both sides of paper or earing at a

restaurant instead of bringing the
waste co campus.
Rache said char he and members
of the Student Senate recycling
committee recently performed a
"dumpster dive." He added chat 50
percent of whar they found in the
dumpsters was recyclable and chat
the majority was paper or plastic.
Mark Bates, former chair
of the university
recycling
and development
committee
for Easrem's Student Senate,
participated in the dumpster dive.
He said chat lots of paper or glass
was found in the dumpsters chat
could have beeo recycled. Bates
added chat two bags full of paper
were found in the dumpster he
searched. He said he wondered if
it was a coincidence or if recycling
bins were just emptied into the
dumpster.
Bates is a major proponent of
the benefits of recycling. "From a
financial point ofview, it (recycling)
saves Eastern money," be said.
Bates added chat every pound of
recyclables is a pound Eastern does
not have co pay for. Eastern has co
pay for waste disposal, but they arc
paid to recycle, he said.
Bares said chat decracrors of
recycling say it takes more energy ro
process recyclables, but chat is not
true.
He added chat ic takes half as
much energy to reuse one aluminum
can than to make a new one. "le
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The site is focusing on environmental
lSSUes and ~as additJona: content ior
you to check out.

" Listen to Podusts: on global
warming, eflVlronmental awareness and
the importance of recyefing
ffRead stories: on energy efficient
light bulbs and wind energy.

ELECTION RESULTS
•Jeff Lahr received 320 votes
lim Newell received 317 votes
•T.K. Sla119hter received 91 votes
•Jenny Keefe received 77 votes
•Terry Beason received 72 votes

Sue Rennels said chat city council
primaries rardy see a great deal of
voccs. The low turnout is frustrating
ar rimes, she said, considering the

money thac goes into elections.
Sue Rennels expects elections
in 2008 co provide a much better
curnouc, as presidential elections
usually prompt people to vote.
All of Charleston's 16 precincts
participated in the dection. Two
voters also came from the town of
Hutton, which houses pan of the
city's lake island tract.
r • 'J

address.
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takes a conscious effort to recycle,"
Bates said. "The (recycling) bins are
everywhere; it doesn't make sense
not co recycle."
Despite receiving a recycling
honor, Bates said chat there are still
improvements char can be made at
Eastern co improve recycling. He
added that the infrastructure is in
place co handle the recycling on
campus, but there is not enough
participacion from faculty and
students. Recycling in not a "save
the planet issue," Bates said. He
added chat recycling is more about
what can be done to bdp the
environment and society.
The residence halls at Eastern
have several programs chat promote
recycling on campus.
Mark Hudson, direccor of
housing and dining at Eastern, said
chat there is an advertising campaign
touting the benefits of recycling and
chat notes are left on students' doors
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Rennels receives most votes in primary
Jeff Lahr, who received 25.2 percent
of the votes with 320.
Keefe and Beason out
Tun Newell received 317 votes,
of city council election or 25 percent.
The race for the fourth spot in
race
the primary was closely contested.
In the end, T.K. Slaughter secured it
By Rob Siebert
with 91 votes, or 7.2 percent.
Jenny Keefe received 77 votes
Senior City Reporter
(6.1 percent}, and Terry Beason
Incumbent
Larry
Rennels received 72 votes (5.7 percent).
Beason and Keefe are now
received the most votes in Tuesday's
exempt from the general decrion,
city council primary election.
Rennels received 385 voces, whiclt will be held on April 17.
which amoums co 30.4 percent of Our of 10,453 registered voters,
the votes case.
only 684 participated in chis year's
"I really appreciate the confidence primary. That amounts to 6.5
that the voters put in me," Rennds percent of possible voters.
Last week, Rennels expressed
said after the votes were tallied.
Voters were asked to select two concern over the turnout, as the
candidates from the six-person council deccion was the only item
ballot; two seats on the council arc on the ballot, and when only one
being concested,
item is up for decision, residents arc
B'ehlnd·Rienn.efs Dy 65 votes was less likely 'to voe~. €owny Claik

-····--·-····-···························Matt Daniels

Advertising staff

Eastern stresses three R's on campus
By Scott Richey
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I GREEK WEEK

Tugging at health concerns
Weight loss, hydration
necessary for event
By Stacy Smith
Greek Lile Reporter

Running scairs.
Lifting weights.
Evening practices at least four
times a week.
This isn't the schedule of an
Eastern athlere. lc's che ~chedule of
a hopeful rugs chan1pion.
All the hard work for Greek
Week isn't taken lightly- it's crucial
to some fraternities and sororities
preparing for Grt>ek Week.
Bob Dudolski, director of
Greek Life, works closely with the
Health Educacion Resource Cencer
to prevenr unhealthy dieting prior
co competitions.
Before Greek Week, Tug:.
participancs enrolled in rhe Lierle
Man comperirion are required ro
weigh in three times: the beginning
of preparation, March 5 and right
before the Tugs competition.
The maximum weight for
applicant's in the Lierle Men's
competition is 175 pounds.
"There needs co be fairness in
each side of the rope," Dudolski
said. "So there are weighc limics sec
for each division."
In previous years, some
participants cried signing up for
the Little Men's competition char
were clearly over the weighr limit.
1hese men were unable to sign up
for the Little Men's division in fear
of losing weight in an unhealthy
manner.
"They're preuy strict about
weigh-ins," s:ud Shane Davis,
presidenc of Sigma Chi. "If you're
even a pound overweight you
become an alrernacive for the Big

briefs
Women science celebration

JOHN BAILEY

I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

The little men tuggers of Delta Tau Delta fraternity practice outside in the field between the Tarble Arts Center
and the 9th street parking lot Tuesday night.
Man's Tug."
The members of Sigma Chi
placed second lase year and
arc working hard coward the
championship.
"Ifwe're not prepared we are not
only letting ourselves down, but
che encire house," Davis said. "A
loc of the guys work out together.
Ir's more motivation co work out
wirh someone than by yourself,"
But working out isn't all
that goes inco prepping for the
competition.
Megan McCalliscer, a nutrition
education coordinaror, works
personally with chapter houses co
help competitors to gain or lose
weight in a healthy approach.
"It's healthy co lose l to 2

pounds

10

per

week,

so within

week.~ of preparing, no one

could lose more than 20 pounds
healthily," McCallister said.
Those hoping co lose weight
are trying co lose fat while keeping
muscle and those gaining are trying
to keep muscle, not fat.
Ic's difficult co reach people
trying to gain or lose weight
what nutrition advice is factual or
fiction, McCallisrer said.
"lhe biggesc misconception
of portion size to serving size,"
she said. "Portion size is che
amount you're supposed to ear
and serving size is the standard
amounc by USDA (United States
Deparrmenc of Agriculture)."
Ir is recommended to eat five

portion-sized meals a day. When
someone is trying co lose weight,
it's recommended that they
decrease their caloric intake. When
someone is trying to gain weight,
ic's recommended to eat larger
ponions of lean meacs, fruits,
vegetables, whole wheat and dairy,
McCallister said.
Anocht>r common problem
among scudencs when losing
weight 1s staying hydrated.
"When a pound is dropped
after working ouc it is because of a
loss in water weight," she said. "'!he
more people work out the more
water chey need co consume."

Small religion, strong committment
Charleston's Jewish community travels to
Mattoon or other synagogues to worship
the world," said Marjorie HanftMartone, member of the Jewish
Community Center and Psychology
Morgan Prescage cannot practice professor at Eastern.
her religion in Charleston. The
The Jewish Community Cencer,
reason she can't worship is simple: located on Richmond Ave. in
there's no place for her or the rest of Mattoon, will probably never move
the Jewish communi~.
closer to Charleston, according co
The only local option is the Marcy Megeff, a local officer ar the
Jewish Community Center in cencer.
"We could not afford to reMattoon.
Prestage, a junior political locate," he said.
"The Jewish
science major, prefers co crave] co community is not large enough."
Champaign to worship on weekends
Only about l 0 Jewish families
because the trip to Mattoon seems attend worship regularly in Mattoon
inconvenient.
and the numbers are dropping.
"I lived in Champaign for rwo
"This
brings
challenges·
years before arcending school here," financially," Megeff said. "Because
she said. "All my friends are at U we are so small it brings us together
of I so I would rather observe with and we have become very close."
them."
Ir is hard co convey che unique
Prestage finds traveling co and wonderful narure of our close
worship a constant occurrence, liule community, Hanft-Martone
said.
even in her hometown.
"My hometown, Crystal Lake,
Although Eastern students are
Ill. is primarily C.·uholic, and the welcome co attend worship, Megeff
nearest synagogue is about 30 usually only sees a few during high
MORGAN PRESTAGE I EASTERN STUDENT
minutes away," she said. "(The holidays.
'Die cencer is not a traditional
distance) is about the same."
"My hometown, Crystal Lake, Ill. is
Prestage understands that the synagogue but inscead, a house,
primarily Catholic, and the nearest
lack of Jewish facilities has nothing because of the congregation size.
co do with the community or The cencer has a srudenc Rabbi from
synagogue is about 30 minutes away."
Eastern bur because the Jewish Cincinnati during high holidays
community is very small.
and other rimes during the year,
"Few people realize that Jews Megeff said.
Megeff
hopes
that
the
"Some areas have Jewish
comprise such a small part of
Although the congregation in Charlescon-area Jewish community populations smaller than ours and
the global r,opularion when one Mattoon is struggling, ic incends co continues to support itself in the they cannot support themselves and
are forced ro close." he said.
look.S '1t. file ~ic~ of: r~~ol'li Hl; .,:;i:vyi,v~,.J;:i~?J<l.~·--~-·- future.

By Michelle Sl•k

Heal!ll & Science Reporter

mcP

n Project WISM, celebrating
women in sciences and math will be
from 7 to 9 tonight in the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union Grand
Ballroom.
The project, created by Mary Anne
Hanner, the college of sciences dean,
will focus primarily on women who have
to choose a major in science or math.
It will include a panel discussion
with professional women in the field
and a student. The panel includes:
Dr. Marlene Kremer, a physician from
Mattoon; Dr. Ann Fritz, a biology
professor; Janette Smith, a chemist
from Marathon Oil Company; and
Lauren Coutant, a Charleston native
who is a senior at the University of
Illinois majoring in nuclear engineering.
The event is not open to the public.

-Michelle Simek. Health and Science
Reporter

Black.White dads on campus
» Bruno Marcotum and Brian
Sparks, the two fathers from the FX
reality show "Black.White," will talk
about their experiences with the show
today in the Grand Ballroom of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
The show took two families of
different races and using makeup, they
were transformed from a white tam~ to
a black family and vice versa.
During the presentation, Marcotulli
and Sparks will relate their experiences
and tell what they learned about racism.
The presentation is tonight at 7 in
the Grand Ballroom.

Discrimination discussion
» A presentation of Jane Elliott's
classroom exercise on discrimination
will be at 2:30 p.m. today, as part of the
International Forum.
Sue Songer, international student
adviser, and Nikki Classen, international
programs grad assistant, wiK lead the
discussion after excerpts fi'om EUiott's
video, commonly called "The brown
eyed/blue eyed study."
The event is in the Charleston/
Mattoon Room of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.

Deadline to drop is Tllarsday
» Thursday is the deadline to drop
a second·term class with no grade.
Contact the Office of Registration for
more information, or visit www.eiu.
edu/-registra/, or call 581-3831.

» Eastern was misidentified on
page 4 of Tuesday's edition of the
Daily Eastern News. Eastern is a state
institution, not a Federal institution. The
DEN regrets the error.

COMMENTS I CORREmONS I
EVENTS
To report any errors, local events or
general suggestions for future editions
please contact our news editor, Cathy
Bayer, via:
Phone I 581-794Z,
E-mail I DENnewsdesk@gmail.com
Office visit I 1811 Buuud Hall.

•
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Students need a court system
COWMNIST I M.bJJRICE nw:.Y

March toward
tomorrow
February is over and with its
unceremonious conclusion comes the
equally unceremonious end of AfricanAmcrican Heritage month. Much of whac I
wrote in my first February column proved
to be true. Bue there was an uncxpccccd
occurrence this month; chc appearance of
Mr. Smith's letter sparked - finally - a
flame, albeit a small one, in chc minds and
spirits of Easccrn's student body.
Unfonunacdy, chc flame lie chc wrong
path; instead of attacking chc accual letter,
chc ideas presented within it and chose
individuals who supported chose ideas
- however partially - people attacked chc
paper: "How dare you run his lcn:cr?" "Why
did you publish che Web sice?" "Do you
care more about freedom of speech and che
press more chan your 'duty' to the students
ofEIU?" There was a meeting following
che letter, but a large pare of the meeting
focused once again on acracking 11Je Daily
Eastern News. There was also an appallingly
paltry amount - through no faulr of BSU's
- of non-black people at che meeting
suggesting chat racism is something chat
only affects blacks or chat blacks are the only
ones who care about it enough to show up. I
believe boch co be untrue.
So, what to do? I often diagnose che
problem, but I don't always suggest a
solution or resolution. Quite frankly I don't
offer one because I chink my position and
conscquencly chc answer is clear and at ocher
times because there is no simple answer co
give in che scant 500-word limit I am given,
but in chis case chc opposite is crue.
We need to ignore the smoke and
mirrors of how someone says something
we disagree wich and focus on the actual
message. You pay attention co chc parricuJars
when ic is somcching chat you agree wich,
nor something you know is Aat wrong. Also,
instead of attacking why something is run,
we muse attack chc message chat is run: che
words, chc content and ideas puc forth.
Secondly, we must move coward a Civil
Rights movement chac is cruly rhac, a
movement of Civil Righcs and Equal Righcs
and not just Black Rights or Gay Righcs
or ocher fractured righcs movements. This
is due co chc face chac many, if noc all, of
chesc categories (race, gender, sexuality,
economics, etc) arc heavily incerrwined and
we are stronger together. Consequently,
in chis movement there is no room for
homophobes, racim, sexists, elitists or any
combination thereof. So, if you arc black
buc simulcaneously homophobic, there is no
room; if you arc white, gay and racist, then
there is no room for you either and so on.
Finally, we muse not cringe when we
are called feminists, reverse racisrs, liberals,
godless, anti-American or any ocher "scary
label" the opposition
mainly, buc noc
only, conservatives - would chrow ac us for
standing up for whac is right and what is
just. Simply puc, ic is cime to give as good as
we gee, and never for an instance apologize.
Ir is damn time we find our voice and
scream ciU cheir politic.'11 cars bleed.
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Tracy
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When two student senatorial candidatc.'S
contested chc fall Srudenc Governmem
dcccions for alleged fraud, they were referred
co che Student Supreme Court.
Tue problem was chat this court has
ceased in exiStence.
This brought forth several problems. The
students were forced to bring their picas in
fronc of chc incorrect individuals as seated by
che Student Government's conscitucion.
In chis case, che cleccion fraud appeals
should have been brought before the Student
Supreme Coun.
This court would have given them
a judicial response co their appeals, bur
instead, chey were offered co simply take
two free senatorial scats without an actual
fair clcccion caking place. Boch candidates
morally declined chc seats.
Student Government has had a six-year
absence of the judicial system, and this is
unacceptable. We students need our court
syscem puc into power immediately so chat
Student Government can begin shaping
democratic fcarurcs in a likeness of American
values.
In a Feb. 27 article in 711e Daily Eastern
News, "Checks and balances arc missing
in action," Student Body President Scan
Anderson said he needs co "form chc
dynamics and logistics of the Student
Supreme Courr, including buc noc limited co
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how many scudents will serve on che court,
the duration of che term, how it is run, when
they meet, what issues chey discuss, etc."
Bue chis is unnecessary and a wascc of
cime, considering the Student Government's
consritucion already answers how to do chis.
If che law is already written, what is there
to question?
This would be like che United States
rewriting the Constitution every time a
Supreme Coun Justice retires.
Just begin appointing the absent justices
so a system of checks and balances can
effectively begin.
As staced in 7he DEN article, chc
conscicucion already clearly defines how che
student judicial system will function.
The coun will have seven justices: six
associate jusriccs and one chief justice.
They will serve cwo-ycar terms and will noc

simultaneously hold ocher seats on Srudent
Government. They will be appointed by che
student body president and confirmed by ac
lca.q two-thirds of the Student Senate. They
will be run by an advber appointed by the
vice president for student affairs. The cases
will be given ro them by chis adviser.
What is chc qucscion?
Why is our judicial system being delayed?
Anderson said. "It would be irresponsible
co not have it (che Scudent Supreme Court)
by spring clcccions."
He needs to be held to chis scatemenc.
The senatorial candidates that felc they
were discriminated against need a democratic
means of appealing their complaints.
All students chat arc distraught over che
unannounced closing of polling stations,
the undemocratic appointments of senacors
without elections and the confusing,
inaccurate wording on dcccion ballots
need co have a judicial courr co bring their
complaints.
'X'e cannot afford another election and
another semester plagued by irresponsibility
and unconstitutional tactics of che Student
Government.

The editorial is the majority opinion of The Daily
Eastern News editorial board.

·Read\·the opinions editor ·at·
DENopinions@gmaiJ.com.
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Media can save Darfur
(U-WIRE) SAN DIEGO - Googling
"Darfur genocide" was a nighcmarc - all the
images I saw were of dying children with
deformities and their parents were missing
limbs. This column won't even do justice
to explain what surrounds che deachs of
400,000 people.
Some people still won'c call chis genocide.
Even Amnesty International hasn't dircccly
called ic genocide. This is because if it were,
then nations such as the United States would
have co answer co che articles of the 1948
U.N. Genocide Convention co prevent
genocide - a contractual obligation of all
signatories ro rhc convention.
The word "genocide'' brings to mind chc
Holocaust and Rwanda, which would have
the narion instantly feeling sympathetic
coward Darfur. We'd look like monsters if
we ignored all chese deaths, buc the United
Sraces' apathetic approach is hidden through
a lack of media coverage and a downplay of
Darfur's severicv. As ,1 nation, Wl·'re so underinformed abou~ the genocide in Darfur and
when lefr ,alone, co rcs~dt, die informatibn

is so overwhelining that ic's difficult co
process who's to blarne and why noching's
being done. This overload makes it more
likely for us, as individuals. to push this
crisis aside and forget abouc ic.
Media exposure of che genocide would
outrage che public enough co ask for their
country's involvement and again, everyone is
looking toward America co cake che 6r~t step.
We've made the Iraq war so colossa.l thac
we don't have enough people co send co
help in Darfur. It consumes us and because
Britain reportedly might soon pull ouc its
troops. we can't spare a soldier.
Darfur is surrounded by unfortunate
drcumstances through a lack of media
coverage, which leads co no one identifying
wich che severity of cheir situation.
Unfonunately, wich the way chings are
going, everyone will eventually learn about
this genocide when there is a chapcer in
our U.S. history books citied "1he Darfur
Genocide: What we sec now and wish we
saw then."
f
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"I've played golf for
1O years, and I rate
my time on different
golf courses across
Illinois as some of
the best times of
my life."
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"There are two ways to look at diversity.
You can either bury your head in the sand
and ignore it, or you can attack it head on"

sexual oricntarion. "We need co
have pride for everyone."
Challenges can include things
such as ignorance. laziness or
conform icy.
Barriers
include
language, communicy and not
knowing what to do about certain
issues.
"Some people just don't want to
be different," said Penka Skachkova,
director of women's studies. ..We
need co be more radical and start
moving."
Attendees agreed that there is
not much in Charleston in terms
of diverse culture.
The biggest part about getting
change is through conversation and
damage control.
"Scudcnrs
need
to
feel,
especially students of color, that
the univcrsicy is committed to

diversicy,'' said Suzie Park, English
professor. "There are rwo ways to
look at diversicy. You can either
bury your head in the sand and
ignore it, or you can attack it head
,,
on.
Just as Eascern's m1SS1on
statement has changed since it was
created to include a more diverse
language, Robert Augustine, dean
of Eastcrn's Graduate School,
wants everyone to evaluate their
positions.
"Go back from this workshop
and ask yourself what can I do to
help enrich this universicy with
divcrsicy," he said. "Go back to

FROM PAGE I

studies major and desk assistant in
McKinney Hall. uShe remembers
everyone's name. It's just how she

schedule."
She said her position as a resident
assistant at Mercer prepared her
for the responsibilicy chat resident
director requires.
She is the council adviser,
supervises four RA's, manages
14 desk assistants and acts as
disciplinarian for residcnrs.
With che many duties Hargett's
jobs requires, she considers being
seen around the building and
knowing the staff's and residents'
names very important.
"Every time she's in the lobby she
greers srudcnts and asks how they're
doing," said Orion Buckingham,
sophomore
communication

Buckingham isn't the only one
who notices Hargen's effons.
"She works hard to get to
know all of residents that live in
McKinney Hall; she's really friendly
and supportive of everyone," said
Becky Wilson, Eastern's national communications coordinator
and Illinois communications coordinacor.
Hargett said winning the award
was more of a tescamenc co her
residents than ic was to her.
"(The award) isn't a reflection of
me but of my students," she said.
"They do a gceat job and make my
advising duties so easy, so I thank
them for this honor."

» Warning

"It's more on self-esteem than
anything," Bugle said.
Unemployment
in
Coles
County stood at 4.9 perccnc as of
August 2006, a 0.1 percent decrease
from 2005. The state average was
4.6 percent.
Angela Griffin, president of
Coles Together, an organization
emphasizing economic development, said she doesn't sec how the
councy is in bad shape from an
employment scandpoint.
Griffin said Charleston and
Mattoon arc growing and have a
lot of economic opportunities to
look forward co. Many companies
are either e.xpanding or looking to
expand.
Both areas are in good shape
to gcow, and both have great
educational
opporrunmes:
Charleston wich Eastern, Mattoon
with Lake Land College, Griffin
said.
Doug McDermand, executive
director of the Coles Councy
Regional Planning and Development Commission, said chat che
potential installation ofa FucureGen
site in Manoon, and the proposed
Coal to Bio Diesel Fuel plant
in Oakland are both promising
possibilities for the councy.
Although many still exist,
McDermand said that Coles
Councy has made progress in filling
many of its vacant business spots.
Such commercial activicy will
likely prompt businesses to take a
closer look at the area for potential
outlets, McDermand said.
Also on the report's warning list
were Shelby and Edgar counties,
both of which neighbor Coles.

n Adviser

I ENGLISH PROFESSOR

your communicy and begin the
process."
Mike Loudon, professor of
English, feds that it is more than
just one person's or one ethnicity's
job to begin to address these
issues.
"le is not the black srudenc and
stafrs responsibilicy co address these
issues," he said. "It is everyone's
responsibilicy to address whice
supremacy and racism."
This workshop is one of the many
hosted by Faculcy Development
thac will be helping co address
the issues of minoricy faculcy and
srudencs.

FROM PAGE 1

NATION

I ECONOMY

Economy slow, but still moving
Economists say
recession unlikely,
despite Wall Street
worries
The Associated Press

Alan Greenspan and the Wall
Street nosedive aside, economises
chink the probabilicy of a U.S.
recession this year is fairly low and
the likelihood of one in China is
even slimmer.
Greenspan, the former chairman
of the Federal Reserve, warned
this week char chc worlds largest
economy, the Uniced States, could
slip into recession this year. Thac
would be bad news for the global
economy, too.
However, many economises put
the probabilicy of a recession ac
abouc one in five.
The biggest risk co the five-yearold U.S. economic expansion is
chac the housing slump might take
an unexpected rum for the worse,
analysts say. In one dire scenario,
not only would consumers and
businesses clamp down on spending
and investing, but troubles could
spread to lenders dealing in risky

mortgages, triggering a financial
crisis.
The latest U.S. economic
barometers released Tuesday were
mostly good, but they failed to ease
investors' anxiety. The Dow Jones
Industrials rumbled 416.02 points
co close at 12,216.24. At one point
during chc day, the Dow slid as
much as 546 poinrs, its worst
decline in more than five years.
The National Association of
Realcors reported that sales of
previously owned homes - the
biggest chunk ofthe housing market
- rose by 3 percent in January from
the previous month. That was the
largest gain in rwo years.
While the sales boost was helped
out by last month's unusually warm
weather, it still raised hopes that the
worst of the residential real-estate
bust may be over.
Even if chat rums out to be the
case, the pain of the housing slump
will continue to be felt this year
because the inventory of unsold
homes is still bloated. That will
take rime to fix and may drag down
home prices even more.
The nationwide median price of
an cxiscing home sold in January
sank to $210,600, a drop of 3.1
percent from last year and the
third-largest annual decline on

record. The median price is where

half sell for more and half for less.
So far, consumers
the
lifeblood of the economy - have
been spending sufficiently to keep
chc economy moving ahead. The
worry, though, is that people who
had created their homes Bke ATMs
- when values were soaring through
the five-year housing boom that
ended in 2005 - will cut back on
their spending as home prices in
some markets drop or go up only
a linJe.
Before Tuesday's huge stock
market drop, consumers seemed in
buoyam spirits.
Consumer confidence zoomed
to a 5 112-year high in February
with people feeling better about
currenc economic conditions as
well as the jobs climate.
The Conference Board's index
climbed co 112.5 from 110.2 in
January. That should bode well
for the national economy because
if consumers are feding optimistic
they may be more inclined to
spend.
Economic growth for the final
quarter of 2006 is expected to be
downgraded on Wednesday to
a subpar 2.3 percent pace from
the solid 3.5 percent rate initially
estimated a month ago.

U

measurably worse than the rest of
the state."
The councy's high school
graduation rate was 86.5 percenc in
2006, 1 point lower than in 2005.
The state average was 87 .8 percent.
Gary Niehaus, superintendent
of Charleston Communicy High
School District l, said he is happy
with the distriet's high school
graduation rare, though it can
always get better.
He estimated that out of about
200 students, the district gets
around 20 high school dropouts
every year, many of who later
return.
Niehaus
suggested
chat
many students opt not co drop
out permanently because of a
Midwestern communicy value they
are instilled with, which conditions
chem not co quit.
The area's teen birth race was
l 0.4 percent as of 2004, which is a
1.4 percent decline from 2003. The
state average teen birth rate was 9.9
percent.
Chris Bugle, executive director
of the Crisis Pregnancy Center of
Eastern Illinois, said chat one of the
reasons cecn pregnancies are higher
in more rural communities is that
the younger residents are unable co
afford abortions.
Bugle added that many middle
schools across the nation have
started implementing abstinence
programs, which emphasize the
effeccs of sexual activicy and sclfesceem.
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Did you know•.•
Your financial aid will pay for
your off campus housing!!!
Just ask us!
• 3Bedroom
• Fully Furnished
• Washer/Dryer

• Free Shuttle
• New Construction
• $2550/semester
(or $425 per month)
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APPLY ONLINE TODAY AT
www.universityvillagehousing.com

$2.75 - Al..1.. SHOWS BEFORE 6 PM
$3.50 - ALI.. EVENING SHOWS

DADDY'S LITTLE GIRLS (PG 13)
DAILY 6:45
MESSENGERS (PG 13) DAILY 7;00

mo.WI!Mfs.IOR FEB 26 - MAR 1
RENO 911: MIAMI (R) 4.10 645 9:00
NUMBER 23 (R) 5:30 7:50 10:05
ASTRONAUT FARMER (PG) 3:50 6·30 920
GHOST RIDER (PG 13) ON TWO
SCREENS 4 20 5·20 7:10 8 00 9.50
BRIDGE TO TERIBITHIA (PG) 3:40 615

8.45
MUSIC & LYRICS (PG 13) 4.30 7:00 940
NORBIT (PG 13) 510 7"40 10:10
BECAUSE I SAID SO (PG 13) 440 7:20

945
NIGHT AT THE MUSEUM (PG) 5:00 7"30

10:00
9UY TICKETS ONLINE AT FANDANGO.COi.i

Police seeking man who attacked girl
Victim helps police
create composite
sketch of attacker
SSOOATED PRESS

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Treasurer reverses policy, will
use Springfield hotel
,, SPRINGFIELD-Reversing his
predecessor's policy, new state
Treasurer Alexi Giannoulias is
encouraging his aides and other
government workers to stay at a
Springfield hotel that owes millions of
dollars to the state. The move follows a
Sangamon County judge's decision last
week to place the President Abraham
Lincoln Hotel and Conference Center
into receivership, a possible step
toward the hotel being sold. Blagojevich
also banned his administration from
staying there, except as a last resort.

Town changes law, allows cars
to park overnight in the dark
,, PEKIN- This central Illinois town
has flipped the switch on a decades-old
law that lit up city streets and frustrated
more than a few car owners. The city
council voted Monday to abolish an
ordinance requiring motorists to keep a
light burning in cars parked overnight
on city streets, or risk a $10 ticket.
Supporters say the law reduced onstreet parking, keeping roads clear for
emergency vehides, and curbed car
burglaries and vandalism in this town of
about 34,000 people.

PE01"1A- Police said they are
searching for a man who chased
down and sexually assaulced a 13year-old Peoria girl at gunpoint as
she walked co school last week.
The girl helped police develop a
composite sketch that was released
Monday in hopes of finding the
suspect, and is "250 percent better"

in the week since the attack, her
family said.
"Ir relieved some of the anxiety
and insecurity. Before, (police)
didn't know what he looked like
and she worried they would never
catch him," the girl's aunt cold the
(Peoria) Journal Star.
Police said they initially gathered
just a few leads, despite setting up a
mobile command center lase week
near the secluded, wooded area
where the Feb. 21 attack occurred.
Peoria police spokeswoman Ann
Ruggles said Tuesday char the sketch
bas prompted calls that authorities
hope lead chem co the assailant.
"We really chink the right call is

going co come in and we're going co
catch him," Ruggles said.
The girl's aunt said her niece
tried to run when she noticed the
man corning up behind her, but
couldn't gee away. He pulled her
into the brush, beat her with a gun
and choked her during the assault,
the aunt said.
After the attack, the man fired a
shot, but the girl isn'r sure whether
he meant to hit her or just scare her,
her aunt said. The bullet missed
her, but she was created at a Peoria
hospital for face, neck and other
injuries.
The girl's aunt says the curs
and bruises will heal, buc the girl's

emotional wounds will linger.
"She's a fighter ... It's going co
take time, bur with proper care
she'll come chrough it. She's nor
going co !er him gee the best of her,"
the girl's aunt said.
Police say the suspect is a white
male, about 40 years old. He is
about 6 feec call, 200 pounds, has
a mustache and could be balding.
He was wearing a stocking cap, blue
jeans, a tan jacket and boots.
Anyone
with
information
about the attack should contact
Peoria police ac (309) 673-4521.
Anonymous tips also can be made
co CrimeStoppers ac (309) 6739000.

Chicago mayor seeks what could be record term
Daley could beat
father' s record as
longest serving mayor
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

CHICA.GO-In historical cerms,
ic's Richard Daley vs. Richard
Daley.
If Mayor Richard M. Daley wins
Tuesday's election in Chicago and
serves a full sixth cerm, he would
surpass his legendary father _ the
lace Richard J. Daley, who died in
office after serving 21 years as the
city's longest-serving mayor.
After voting near bis home
Tuesday on the city's South Side,
Daley, 64, shrugged off questions
about setting the mayoral record.
"You don't run for office just co
be there and say I bear a record,"

said Daley, 6rsc elected in 1989.
"You really wane co accomplish
things."
Even so, his lesser-known
challengers in the nonpartisan
eleccion
Cook County Circuit
Court Clerk Dorothy Brown and
William "Dock" Walls, an aide to
the lace Mayor Harold Washington
want co deny him that milestone.
They have tried to make an
issue of corruption and a federal
investigation that began with bribes
paid to city officials for trucking
work and expanded co City Hall
hiring practices.
"We need to put trust back into
City Hall," Brown said as she voted
Tuesday. "We need to put integrity
in City Hall."
Daley bas not been accused of
wrongdoing, which be bas blamed
on a "few bad apples, bur the
investigation has snagged dozens

RICHARD DALEY I MAYOR

"You don't run for office just to be there
and say I beat the record. You really want
to accomplish things."

of people, including his former
patronage chief and a former city
clerk.
The mayor has emphasized his
efforts co retool the city's hiring
system and limit fund raising.
Mike DeMarty, 61, who voted
for Daley, said he wasn't bothered
by corruption allegations.
"People talk about alleged
corruption, bur when you have
a city chis siu, he can'r possibly
know whac's going on at all levels,"
DeMarcy said, adding that Daley

has kept Chicago's economy strong.
"Some cities are desolate, bur
Chicago has vitality."
Daley, who needs more than
50 percent of the voce co avoid
an April 17 runoff, would have
faced a much tougher re-election
bid if Democratic U .S. Reps. Luis
Gutierrez and Jesse Jackson Jr. had
entered the race. Both considered
running bur decided co keep their
jobs in Washington after Democrats
won control of Congress in the last
election.
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Hero's commendation

briefs
Campus closed after threat

STEPHEN MCGEE I MCT
Major K.C. Schuring, 37, center, an officer of the First Battalion of the 24th Marines serving in Iraq, receives the Purple Heart from Lt. Col. Mindy
Herman at his Farmington Hiiis Home in Michigan, surrounded by family on February 15. Schuring was wounded in November and is undergoing
physical therapy.

Administration invites Iran, Syria to meeting
change of heart, although the
White House has accused both
WASHINGTON-Ina Iran and Syria of deadly meddling
diplomatic cumabout, the Bush in the war. "We've always been
adminisrration will join an Iraq- inclined to participate in an Iraqisponsored "neighbors meeting" with led conference," White House
Iran and Syria, Secretary of Seate counselor Dan Bartlett said.
Condoleezza Rice said Tuesday.
The administration in recent
le marked a change of approach weeks has increased its criticism of
by the Uniced Scares, which has Iran's role in Iraq, charging it with
resisted calls by members of supplying advanced cechnologies
Congress and by a bipartisan Iraq for the most lethal form of roadside
review group to include Iran and bombs. The administration has
Syria in talks designed co stabilize accused Syria ofharboring anti-Iraqi
Iraq.
govemmenr forces and allowing
The move came amid growing weapons co cross its border.
disconcenc over the war, even as
Rice announced U.S. suppon:
President Bush rushes an additional for the Iraq meeting, co be hdd in
21,500 U.S. troops co Iraq and Baghdad next mooch, ac a Senace
congressional DcmocratS srruggle hearing in which Democrat.s pressed
co settle on their next seeps co end her and Defense Secretary Robert
U.S. participation.
Gares co explain what progress is
The administration said its being made in the Baghdad securicy
decision to cake pare in the Iraq crackdown and how soon U.S.
conference did nor represent a troops will be coming home.
By The Associated Press

"There is no end, I say, no end Scaff, whether it was crue chat the
in sight," exclaimed Sen. Robert Penragon was planning airscrikes
Byrd, D-WVa., the Appropriations against Iran.
"Ir is not true," Pace replied.
Committee chairman. He decried
the spending of $10 billion a month
"Categorically?" Byrd pressed.
"Categorically, sir," Pace said.
in Iraq and Afghanistan amid raging
Separately, Democrats' plans co
sectarian and insurgent violence.
Sen. Patrick Leahy, D-Vr., asked limit Bush's war authority and force
Gares co predict how soon Iraq a change of course in Iraq were
faltering amid parry divisions over
would be stabilized.
"The honest answer to your how quickly and aggressively they
question is: 'I don't know,"' Gates should acc.
replied. He noted that Gen. David
Officials said Sen.
Russ
Pecraeus had arrived in Baghdad as Feingold, D-Wis., and other antithe new commander of U.S. forces war Democrats balked Tuesday at
and that Pecraeus believes by early a draft measure char had circulated
swnrner he will have a good idea in recent days with the blessing of
of how the new Baghdad securicy the leadership. The proposal would
plan, now getting under way, will have repealed the 2002 law that
authorized Bush to invade Iraq, and
workout.
Noting recent speculation about given the White House a goal of
U.S. milicary action co destroy March 2008 to remove all combat
neighboring Iran's nuclear facilities, rroops from the country except
Byrd asked Gen. Pecer Pace, the for those carrying our limited
chairman of the Joinr Chiefs of missions.

» ROLLA, Mo.- A distraught graduate
student claiming to have a bomb
and anthrax sparked a scare ear~
Tuesday that shut down the University
of Missouri-Rolla, officials said, but the
threat turned out to be a hoax.
Preliminary tests on a white, powdery
substance found on the student, whose
name was not released, showed it was
powdered sugar, said Lt. Col. David
Boyle of the Missouri National Guard.
Authorities said the student could face
charges. The incident started shortly
after 2:30 a.m. when police were called
about a man making a threat. They
arrived to find the student holding
a paper bag and a knife. He said he
had planted a bomb and said he had
anthrax, Interim Police Chief Mark
Kearse said.

Group calls Gore hypocrite
» NASHVILLE, Tenn-Al Gore, a
leading voice in the fight against global
warming, is being called a hypocrite
by a conservative group that claims
his Nashville mansion uses too much
electricity.. But a spokeswoman for Gore
said the former vice president invests in
enough renewable energy to make up
for the home's power consumption.
The next day, the Tennessee Center for
Policy Research put out a news release
saying Gore was not doing enough
to reduce his own consumption of
electricity.. "We wanted to see if he was
living by his own recommendations and
walking the walk," said Drew Johnson,
president of the think tank that pushes
for conservative economic issues.

Reporters wait for verdid
» WASHINGTON-The jury is wearing
jeans! The scuttlebutt raced like a
battlefront bulletin Tuesday through
the five dozen prosecutors, defense
attorneys and reporters camped in the
federal courthouse awaiting a verdict
in the perjury trial of ex-White House
aide I. Lewis "Scooter" Libby. Most trial
lawyers and reporters believe jurors
dress up when they expect to reach a
verdict and don casual clothes if they've
still got lots of work to do.
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Family Fraternity

Park Place A anmenrs
615 ?lh Street

on the comer of7th & Grant
next co the Union

Non-members can play
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7pm
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BE 21

NOW SHOWING
FOR2007

*

Renting for Fall 200h
3 Bedroom Apartments
( behind suG\\-a) I

• New Carpet/Furniture • 1 J/2 bathrooms
•Free.Parking
•Includes fTrash
Close to Campus
Great Rent Rates ar,d signing BONUS
For In o Call Beck at 3115-0936

1, 2, 3 Bedroom Ap:rrnnents

THIJRSDA

LIVE

Remodeled Units
FREE Parking
Fully Furnished
TrashPAID
Contact Olivia

348.1479

211. 348. DUIS 138411

1:1 news

WWW DENNEWS.COM

•
SPENCE'S
N
JACKSON
(OWNTOWNl GREAT SALES
- VINTAGE AND CURRENT
CLOTHS
OPEN TUESDAY
THROUGH SATURDAY 1-5.
CASH, CHECKS, VISA AND
MASTERCARD
WELCOME.
345-1469
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 3/1
H & H Shuttle Service: Under
management. "The Wheels
on the bus go round & round~
Hey Students: Call Nancy O
348.7433 RIDE or 276.7223 for
the Big White or Blue Shuttle O
reasonable rates for you. Ride with
us for a safe, fun filled evening
to Parties, Bingo, Am-Trak, Bar
Crawls or any functions.

new

----,....----312
Are you building your dream.or
somone elses? Own your own
business. Visit http://4prosperity.
usana.com
_ _ _ _ 3/8
GET THE FINANCIAL HELP
YOU NEED REGARDLESS OF
YOUR CREDIT SCORE! DEBT
CONSOLIDA T!ON,PERSONAL
LOANS AND MORE. FROM
S3K-S300K CALL 1-866-3812298. NO FEES.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.3127

•

help wanted

Pro-Mow Lawncare is a drug-free
and equal opportunity employer.
We are currently accepting
applications for full-time and
weekend positions for lawncare
technicians.
Applicants must
J>05eSS valid driver's l~cense,
leadership skills and a positi11e
attitude. Apply in person at 1610
Red Bud Road in Charleston,
Monday thru Friday from 9am4pm or call Scott Bierman at 3455296.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2128

FemaletoassistwomenwithMS4
evenings a week. 8:30-10:30pm.
SS.JS per hour. 348-6678.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 311

Delivery person wanted: Apply in
person after 4pm. Pagliai's Pizza
1600 Lincoln.
_ _ _ _ _ 3/6
Winter/Spring
Positions
Available Earn up to $150 per
day, Experience not required.
Undercover shoppers needed
To Judge Retail and Dining
Establi~hmcnts
Call 800-7224791

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3BO

!Bartendingl
Up to S250/
day. No experience necessary.
Training provided. 800-965-6520
ext. 239

help wanted

We pay up to $75/Survey! www.
CashToSpend.com
_ _ _ _ __ 00

for sale
Full size I KEA lost/desk unit for
sale Sl 50. Call Jess 224-6277705
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 312

~ ~

roommates

Female roommate needed for
a lease starting July of 07-08.
Contact Lauren. 618-580--0556

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 311

f•'

for rent

AWESOME
ROOMY
2
BEDROOM
APARTMENT
AT
1507
WOODLAWN.
DISHWASHER,
OFF-STREET
PARKING,
CONVENIENT
LAUNDRY, TRASH INCLUDED.
ABSOLUTELY NO PETS APRILMAY LEASE. S4SO PER MONTH.
549-1694.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 312
5 BEDROOM 3 BATH HOUSE
1/2 blocks from Tarble,
completely remodeled, W/O,
dishwasher, reasonable rent,
GREAT HOUSE and YARD,
345-9595 or '232-9595 www.
gbadgerrentals.com

________

3~

Fall 2007. 1515 11th St. 3
bedroom house with washer,
di'} er. 10 month lease. S275 each
for 3 Deposit plus 1st and last
month rent. Call 549-2791 after
4pm.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 312
Fall 2007. 1521 11 th St. 3
bedroom house with washer,
dryer. 10 month lease. $250 each
for 3. Deposit plus 1st and last
month rent. Call 549-2791 after
4pm.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 312
6 BR House 1 Block from
campus. WIO. stove, refrigerator.
Available August 07. Call 217234-2828

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 315

Large 6 bedroom/ 3 bath house
available for r-all 07 group rental.
Parking and laundry. $250 each
897-6266 or 898-9143
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 3/6
Large 3 bedroom house available
for Fall 07. Nice Patio, good
parking S250 each. 897-6266 or
898-9143
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 3/6
One six bedroom house, 2 blocks
from campus. Call 217-728·
8709

f•'

torrent

LARGE, FURNISHED 7-14 BO,
1021/1023 WOODLAWN, *•ALL
INCLUSIVE
PRICES..•*HEAT,
ELECTRIC,
WATER, CABLE,
INTERNET, & TRASH INCLUDED
PER MONTH
PER
$S380
PERSON, NEWLY REMODELED.
TILED FLOORS, NEW CARPET;
OPEN FLOOR PLAN, LARGE
PRIVATE YARD, OFF STREET
PARKING AND CLOSE TO
CAMPUS. VIEW AT EIPROPS.
COM OR CALL 345-6210, 5490212 FOR SHOWING.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 30
LARGE, FURNISHED 3 BO
APTS AT 2403 8TH ST, ..ALL
INCLUSIVE
PRICES..••HEAT,
ELECTRIC, WATER, CABLE,
INTERNET, & TRASH INCLUDED
$S380 PER MONTH
PER
PERSON, OFF STREET PARKING
ANO CLOSE TO CAMPUS.
CALL 345 6210, 549-0212 FOR
SllOWING.

_ _ _ _ _ 30
Fall 2007 Beautiful,spacious and
affordable 2 br. Unfurnished
apartments availableon the square
O\cr Z's music. Water and trash
included. New appliances.low
utilities and laundry on-site.NO
pets. Call 345-2616

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 318

G RA O/U PPE RCLASSMAN
STUDENTS:VERY
NICE
2
BEDROOM
DUPLEXES,TWO
BLOCKS WEST OF LANTZ. OFF
STREET PARKING. CALL 3457682 lfAVE MESSAGE!

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 318

3 BR apartments available for
2007-2008 school year. Spacious,
close to campus & iully furnished
must see to believe how nice the
apartments are! \..ww.uniqueproperties.net 217-345-5022.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 318

FALL '07. 2 bed, 1 bath home.
Great location. Campus side
of Lincoln. NC, WID, trash
included. No pets. S300/person.
345-5037.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 319

1 person looking for a roomy
apt? Try this 2 BR priced for one
0 S420/mo. INTERNET, CABLE,
WATER INCLUDED.
3454489, Wood Rentals, Jim Wood,
Realtor.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3BO

f•'

FALL '07. 3 bed, 1 bath home.
Great location. Campus side
of Lincoln. NC, WID, trash
included. No pets. $300/person.
345·5037.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 319
4 BO 2 BATH NEW APT Washer/
Dryer and free parking. 1140
Edgar Dr. 345-6100. www.
jbapartments.com.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 319
Very Unique 2 bdrm apts, loft
bdrms.
sundeck,
cathedral
ceilings. To much to list. $245300/rno. 217-345-6S27 call
Ix-tween 10:00 a.m.-8:00 p.m.
leave message.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 319
Fall 2007: 11 Bedroom - 1102
6th Street; 4 Bedroom - 1800
12th Street; 5 Bedroom - 1204
Garfield; 2 Bedroom - 1705 12th
Street. Call (217) 868-5610.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/12
2 BR apt, 1/2 block to Rec Center.
Mcdiacom Cable & Internet incl,
central ale. $300/person. 3454489, Wood Rentals. Jim Wood,
Realtor.

------~-3BO
ONLY ONE.
Brittany Ridge
townhouse for 4-5.
Great,
respons1\'e landlord. 345-4489,
Wood Rentals, Jim Wood,
Realtor.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3BO

MONEYWISE 1 & 2 BR apts.
for 1 or 2. Most include cable
& internet.
345-4489, Wood
Rentals, )Im Wood, Realtor.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 3BO

2 & 3 BR houses 1 block to Lantz/
Washer/Dryer, NC.
O'Brien.
345-4489, Wood Rentals, Jim
Wood, Realtor.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3BO
For Lease: Fall 2007, great
location!! 2 Bedroom duplex,
washer/dryer, central air, off
street parking, trash-yard mowing
included, 10 mo. Lease no
pets 240 maintenance, local
management. call today 217346·3583 or visit our website
www.eiustudenthousing.com

~-------00
OLD TOWNE APARTMENTS:
1,2, &, 3 BEDROOMS. CLOSE
TO CAMPUS. 4 LOCATIONS TO
Cl IOOSE FROM 345-6533
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
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1,2,3 Bedroom Close To Campus!!!
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torrent

AVAIL IMMED large apt, 1 or 2
person Central air, w/d, garage.
No pets. 345-7286 www.
1williamsrentals.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

WEPN~Y

2 28.07

torrent

NOW LEASING for Fall 071,2&3 Bedroom Units. Great
locations.some include wireless
internet. Call for details 3457286
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

New Four Bedroom Apartments.
Extremely Close to Campus.
Across
irom
Lantz.
Fully
Furnished.CallTodayforlowered
Rates. Grantview Apartments.
345·3353.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

• .. 7 BEDROOM HOUSE NEAR
OLD MAIN. 2 1n BATHS 2
KITCHENS. WASHER, DRYER
CENTRAL AIR. 217-345-6967 or
549-6967*''.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
University Village. 4 bedroom
houses $450/per person. All
utilities included.345·1400
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

New construction: Available Fall
07. 3 BR 2 bath townhouse, two
can garage 1 block from campus.
Call 630-505-8374 for showing.
Call now only one left.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

•••••••Fall 07-08 Many New
1,2,3 and 4 BR APTS Starting as
10\v as S240 mo. PP 348- 7 746 or
visit v.ww.CharlestonlLApts.com.

Lincolnwood Pinetreeapartments.
Studio, 1, 2, 3 bedrooms, close to
campus, pool. individual leases.
Call 345-6000
_ _ _ _ _ 00

.......

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
Four and Three BDRM Duplexes.
BUZZARD BUILDING. One
Block, Partly Furnished, Water &
Trash Paid, Lawn Services. 3453253

2 bedroom· Water,trash,DSL with
furnished leather furniture. 10
or 12 month lease. 254-8458 or
273-2048.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

GREAT
LOCATION
20072008 SCHOOL YEAR. VERY
NICE 2, 3, & 6 BEDROOM
HOUSES, TOWNHOUSES AND
APARTMENTS.
FOR MORE
INFO VISIT US AT myeiuhome.
com OR CALL US AT !217)4937559.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

GIRLS: Nice Five & Three BDRM
2 Bath Homes. One Block North
OLD MAIN. OA. WID,
Dishwasher,
Trash,
Lav..·
Services. 345-3253
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
VILLAGE RENTALS Renting for
2007-2008 1 bedroom apts.,
2 bedroom remodeled apts.. 3
bt..>droom houses. Furnished,
laundry facilities and close to
campu~. Call (217) 345-2516
EHO
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

FALL 2007 3,2 BEDROOM
2
BEDROOM
HOUSES.
APARTMENT. 415 HARRISON.
S240/PERSON. 348-5032
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

3 BEDROOM Duplex 2009 11 th
St. Great Location $310 each.
345·6100
www.jensenrentals.
com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

3 bedroom apartments, walking
distance to campus. Partially
furnished. 11 1/2 month lease
S250 each. 10 month lease $260
each. 345-3554 or 346-3161.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

FALL '07 '08. 1426 9TH ST
3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
CENTRAL AIR. DECK, OFF
STREET PARKING. LEASE AND
SECURITY REQUIRED. NO PETS.
348-8305.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

EASTERN ILLINOIS PROPERTIES.
NOW LEASING FOR FALL 2007
2,3,4,5,6,7, & 8 BEDROOMS
HOUSES, DUPLEXES ANO APTS
VIEW AVAILABLE PROPERTIES
AT www.eiprops.com or call
345-6210/549-0212
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

Brittany Ridge townhouse 07-08
school year. 3 bdrm 2 112 bath,
FALL '07-'08; 1,2&3 Br. Apts.
WID, DIW, central air, located
Water & Trash included. Plenty • with in walking distance of EIU.
Free parking and trash. Call (217)
of off street parking. Buchanan
508-8035.
St. Apts. Call 345-1266.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

WANTED:

A True Efficiency Apt

Grad Students
& quiet upper classmen

Like a dorm single with
kitchenette & bath, or a
bunker in a bomb shelter,
or a cubicle in a monastery

Great I person apts. at
economical prices

All you need, nothing more

Minimal, Economical!

345-6533
$.30 per word for the first day
$.10 per word for each additional consecutive day

Non-student Classified Rates
$.50 per word for the first day
$.20 per word for each additional consecutive day

Brittany Ridge for 3-5
BR, 2 1/2 baths, A/C, cabl
net wired, w/d, deck, dw

Great Prices, excellent
landlord, the only 1 in
my inventory.

'•.•.-•~Iii! CB

Jim Wood, Realtor~

1512 A Street/ 345-4489

Not much, but it's home.
2BR house for 2, I block to
Physical Science bldg.

1512 A Street I 345-4489

Come and get 'em!
2 & 3 Bedroom houses - good locations1.. w/d, ale
1 & 2 Bedroom apts. - most with cable & internet
Good places, good landlords, good prices, good tenants

Screen porch, washer/dryer
$600/month plus utilities

1512 A Street. P.O. Box 3n
Charleston, IL 61920
217·345-4489 Fax: 345-4472
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By Michael Mepham
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Special Olympic Volunteers are needed for the Special Olympics which will
be held on Friday, April 27 from 7:30am to 2:30pm at O'Brien Stadium-BU. Volunteer forms are available in 1212 Buzzard Hall, Department
of Special Education.
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Complete the grid eo each row. column nnd 3-by3 box (in bold borders) conla ns f1Very dtg11 1 to
9 For Sllategics on how kl solve Sudolw, visit

Solution to Tuesday's puzzle
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International Programs: February International Forum introduces "A
Oass Divided" a presentation of Jane Elliot's famous classroom exercise
on discrimination, located in the Charleston/Maloon room in the MLK
Union on February 28 from 2:30-3:30. For more information contact Sue
Songer at 581-4787.
--2/28
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torrent

Renting for Fall 2007! Four & six
bedroom house within walking
distance of campus. Call 3452467
----·---00
5 BEDROOM 3 BATH, All NEW
HOUSE. Right next to campus with
all the amenities. A house you'll
love and so will your parents!
345-9595 or 232-9595. www.
gbadgerrentals.com.
- - -- - --00
GREAT HOUSE FOR 2007-08 AT
1515 2ND STREET. 3 BATHS, CIA,
W/D.TRASHINCLUDED.345-3148
OR www.pantherpads.com

00
NEW LUXURY 1 AND 3 BEDROOM
APARTMENTS FOR AUGUST 0708, ONE BLOCK NORTH OF OLD
MAIN ON 6TH STREET. CENTRAL
HEAT, NC. AND LAUNDRY
FAOLITY. WATER AllOWANCE,
TRASH SERVICE, AND OFF STREET
PARKING INCLUDED. 348-8249
www.ppwrentals.com
4-6 bedroom house for females
across from Lantz. Available Fall
2007. Williams Rentals 345-7286.

- - -- --00
SEITSINGER APARTMENTS 1 611
9TH STREET. 1 BLOCK EAST
OLD MAIN. SUMMER 2007 AND
FAll 2007-2008 COMPLETELY
RJRNISHED. 3 AND 9 MONTH
INDIVIDUAL LEASE. CAll 3457136
- -----00
BRITIANY RIDGE TOWNHOUSES
For 3-5 people, unbeatable floor
plan, 3 & 4 bedroom, deck, central
air, washer, dryer, dishwasher,
2 1/2 baths. DSL ready. Trash
and parking included, low utifrty
bills, local responsive landlord.
From $200/person. Available May
2007, lease length negotiable.
217-246-3083.
-------00
..... •*NEW 1 BR APTS
AVAILABLE AUG 07. PH 3487746.
www.Char1estonlLApts.

com• ••••••
- - - - - 00
MOVE-IN SPECIALS: BRITIANY
RIDGE - RENTING FOR 07-08
SCHOOL YEAR. 4 BEDROOMS 2.5
BATH. UNIT HAS REF./STOVE,
AND W/D INCLUDEO. UP TO 5
STUDENTS POSSIBLE.
RENT
REDUCED - $975.00. CALL-3179505.
---~--- 00

MOVE-IN SPECIALS: BRITIANY
RIDGE RENTING FOR 07-08
SCHOOL YEAR. 3 BEDROOMS
2.5 BATHS, UP TO 4 STUDENTS.
UNITSHAVEW/D, REF.,AND STOVE
INCLUDED.
RENT REDUCED$810.00 TOTAL RENT. CALL217317-9505.

- - - - - - -00

LOOKING
FOR
something
different? We have some 1,2&3
bedroom apts that fit the b I.
Modem.attractive.away from EIU
traffic. Dishwashers.laundry ,NC.
Williams Rentals 345-7286

..........._00

-~--~_....

r•}

torrent

M & L PROPERTIES FALL 2007
TOWNHOUSE
APARTMENTS
FURNISHED;
WASHER/DRYER
IN EACH APT; 2 BLOCKS FROM
CAMPUS. call 217-493-7559

NON SEQUITUR
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6 bdrm house, near campus. 10
month lease. W/D (217) 2731395.
---00
Near campus. 3 bdrm house. 10
month lease W/D (217) 2731395.
- - - -- - - 00
Royal Heights Apts (behind
Subway): 3 Bedroom 1.5 Bath
Unit. Underground Parking. Call
Becky for Rates. 345-0936.
- - - - - - - 00
RENTING FOR 07-08. 3 & 4
BEDROOM HOUSES AVAILABLE.
SANDERS &CO. 234-RENT.
- 00
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY through
August 8,2007 1 bedroom
apartment 1 1/2 blocks north of
Old Main on 6th Street.348-8249
www.ppwrentals.com
00
FALL 07 • 2BR 12th or 18th Street
at $240 per person. See www.
CharlestonlLApts.com. Ph. 3487746.

- - -- - - - 00

FALL 07 - 4BR 2 Bath duplexes
1520 9th Street $350 per
person. Stove, refrig, micro,

dishwasher. washer/dryer.

See

www.CharfestonlLApts.com. Ph.
348-7746.
- 00
FALL 07 - 1BR Polk or A Street
$495 per mo.
See www.
Char1estonlLApts.com. Ph. 3487746.

- - - - - - - 00

4 BO 2 BATH NEW APT Washer/
Dryer and free parking. 1140
Edgar Dr. 345-6100. www.
jbapartments.com.
- - -- - - - 0 0
NICE 2 BEDROOM FURNISHED
APARTMENT ON THE SQUARE.
CENTRAL
NC,
CARPETED,
DISHWASHER. AVAILABLE JUNE 1.
$450/MONTH INCLUDES TRASH
AND WATER. 345-4010.
00
For Lease: Fall 2007, 3 and 4
bedroom apt central air, ceiling
fans, washer/dryer, off street
parking, trash-yard mowing
included, 10 1/2 month lease,
no pets, 24/7 maintenance, local
management, DSL wiring in all
rooms. Great Location. Call today
217.346.3583 or visit our website
at www.eiustudenthous1ng.com
00
For Lease: Fall 2007, 2 or 3
bedroom house-2,3,4, or 5
tenants. Rent that best suites
you. Ceil'ng fans, yard mowing
included, no pets. Great locationclose to O'Brien football field, off
street parking. 10 mo. lease, 24/7
maintenance, local management.
Pictures and more information at
www.eiustudenthousing.com
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Crossword
ACROSS
1 Amorphous
creature
6 Auto financing
co.

32 Clampett
patriarch of
1960's TV
33 Pillager of yore
34 In the mood
1o Egyptian cobra 37 Something to hit
41 Charge carrier
13 Turns red
perhaps
42 Picked up
15 Eastern music
43
rule
16 Upsilon follower 44 Breakfast refuse
17 Emergency
48 Hotel amenities
processing
50 Exploit,
18 Baltic feeder
informally
19 Ida. neighbor
51 Lot to see
20 Some spy
53 It may be under
materials
a top
22 Bombed
54 Order
appropriate for
23 In the previous
20-, 28· and
month
44-Across?
24 One jumping in
59
Familiar
a doghouse?
60
Opposer
25 Defeats handily
61 Go places
28 New school
year purchases 62 Mint device
31 Capture
63 All paid up

Edited by Will Shortz

64 It has 100 seats
65 Ouija response
66 Orpheus'
instrument
67 Just know

..,,...,....~......,,,....

DOWN
1 Song and
dance, e.g.
2 Bog down
3 "Cleopatra," for
one
4 Withstand
hardship
5 Winged ones
6 Neatened up
7 Tommy_,
2001 M.V.P. of
the XFL
8 Writer James
9 Consumer
Reports topic
10 Lunar program
11 Horror film
sound
12 Some religious
artworks
14 Small paving
stone

...,...+:,.,+:,~

21 Names as a
source

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

24 Like some
memories
"=+.. . . . ,..,......,.- 25 Pugs' org.
'=+',,,.....,.... 26 It may be cured
~=1-!~ 27 "My turn!
29 Just one of
those things?
30 Be convinced of
--....,....,..,- 32 6, written out
...,......,~._ 35 Classic board
game
9

_........,._

,

2

3

4

No. 0117

5

13
17

20

50
53

59

65
Puzzle by Nancy Kavanaugh

36 Sound of delight
37 Tough one
38 Global finance
org.
39 Lobsters-to-be
40 Noted airer of
classic sitcoms
42 Amino acid
found in sugar
cane

44 Personify
45 Kind of
magazine
46 Sylvan clearings
47 Athletic award
48 Former
Ecuadoran
money
49 Saturated
hydrocarbon

52 Trans_
54 Highlander
55 "Men always
hate most what
they _ most":
Mencken
56 Director
Reitman
57 Brings home
58 Pure delight

For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, $1.20 a minute; or, with a
credit card, 1·800-814·5554.
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday
crosswords from the last 50 years: 1-888-7-ACROSS.
Online subscnptions: Today's puzzle and more than 2,000
past puzzles. nytimes.com/crosswords ($34.95 a year).
Share tips: nytimes.com/puzzleforum. Crosswords for young
solvers: nytimes.comnearrnng/xwords.
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SWIMMERS AND THEIR HAIR

Hair

" When they shave it all off: Most
Easte·ri S'I m rs shave !l nght before
the Md Cont'nerat Conference meet in
Lie hotel room.

FROM PAGE 12

O'Grady said she uses regular
shampoo on her hair, like Herbal
Essences.
Keeping you hair in good
position is important coo.
Junior women's soccer player
Michelle Steinhaus said hair in
soccer is difficult.
wA lot of the times you go to
head the ball ... and it hies you in
the head," Steinhaus said.
Steinhaus said sometimes her
hair messes up during a game and
then loses focus on the game.
She said team policies don't
allow the players ro have bobby
pins or clips.
Instead, che women's soccer team
uses pre-wrap in ics hair.
Steinhaus said they use ic as a
headband and it's screechy to make
sure the hair stays in place and out
of their face.
Short hair comes into a factor,
especially with the swimmers who
might have no hair at all.
Swimming head coach Ray
Padovan said everybody shaves all
che hair at the end of the year.
"Ic's like moss at the bonom of a
boat," Padovan said.
The moss will drag the ship along
like the hair will drag a swimmer
along in the water.
"You have ro get through the
water as fast as possible," said senior
swimmer Bill Senese.
Padovan said swimmers need less
drag in the water. This is important
because he wanes his swimmers co
streamline in order co produce a
bercer time.
Another way to improve time is
shaving. Shaving ac the end of the
year is a normal thing.
Senese said the swim ceam shaves
its hair in the hotel room the night
before the conference meet.
Padovan also said both the men
and women lee their hair grow out
during the season.
Senese said the men grow their

" What they shave: Swimmers st-ave
all of th r ha r off or ke<>p t rca ~
'>hor+ ferna e, it ha e the c.pt1on of
1<~pira ...:-Cler tri: r cap.
o Why they shave it all off: More
hair n the ter mai<es them Clraq
m the v. ater; s~'ITT!mers wa:rt less
drag because t ey want to be ab e to

streaml'ne m the water, which results in
quicker tunes.
<0mp<tcd tr, as:,oc

••sports editor l(eo, Hurpny

facial and their chest hair out, while
the women don't shave their legs
and swimmers keep the hair on
their eyebrows.
Another problem chat concerns
swimmers and their hair is the
amount of chlorine in it.
"Chlorine's hard on the hair,"
Padovan said.
He said the chlorine could start
to turn hair into light blond or

green.
"My hair rums co straw," Senese
said.
Senese said swimmers use special
chlorine shampoo to prevent it
from curning colors.
He said for the women it's not
too much of a problem because
they rend co wear caps more than
the guys.
A team policy chat is in dfect for
hair is for Eastem's baseball team.
Eastern head baseball coach
Jim Schmitz said no facial hair is
allowed during the season and team
has normal haircuts.
"We want to look clean out
there," Schmitz said.
Schmitt said during the offseason they are allowed co wear
whatever hairstyle they want.
During the off-season, the facial
hair changes on some of the guys'
faces, especially senior pitcher Kirk
Miller.
"He looks like he Jives in a
forest," Schmitt said.

» Love
FROM PAGE 12

Both Schuette and Dorey
agree chat the engagement, and
subsequent wedding, won't have any
adverse effect on their coaching.
"She takes her job very
professionally," Dorey said. "When
we are on the job, we're borh
coaches. It never comes across
that we are anything else but two
coaches that coach together."
Many of the players on the
team feel chat not only does the
engagement not adversely affect the

team, but that it's beneficial.
"I chink it has hdped a lot
because Jason knows a lot about
softball, so him being down here
has really helped us out a lot more,"
said sophomore second baseman
Sarah Copperr.
Steele also feels that having
Dorey around, who bas trained
Major League Baseball players and
U.S. Olympic softball players with
a hand-eye coordination program,
is good for che team.
"He knows a lot about vision
training, which we do a lot of to
help our hitting," Steele said. "He is
definitely an asset to the ceain."

Youngstown Apartments
- l, 2, 3 & 4
Bedrooms Available
- Central Air
- Fu lly Furnished
- Garbage Disposal

- Dishwashers
- Decks
- 3 Laundry
Facilities

3'15·2363
Cambriaye ana Nantucket

7p.m.

University Ballroom

AROUND THE TRACK

Team earns well-deserved victory
Nothing is as rewarding as seeing get co compete on rhe conference
your tean1mares celebrating afrer a squad because you can only have 24
athletes.
well-deserved victory.
However, everybody did a part
I will always remember che
moment that coach Mary Wallace in participating.
The people who weren't
found out that we were going to
win the Ohio Valley Conference competing were helping out by
(and when she got drenched from working the different events and
the water in the Gatorade bucket cheering on their team.
that was poured on her after the
This victory was totally a team
meet).
effort, which makes the win even
She was going around hugging more special.
All I know is that it couldn't
everybody with rears in her eyes.
le was a sight to see.
have been done without everyone
I feel like one of the things that encouraging each ocher.
helped our team was uniry.
Especially coach Wallace.
This year we have been trying
I feel like she believed in us the
co be more unified which is hard to mosc.
do because each event has different
She knew we could pull it off
without a doubt, and that is what
practice rimes.
The ream is divided into long/ we needed.
However, she wasn't the only
short sprinters, long distance, 800
crew, throws, jumps, and pole one.
We had men's head coach Tom
vault.
It is very hard to be a team when Akers and the men's team behind us
everybody practices at different 100 percent as well.
times, but this year has been
Also, the fans had a major role.
It's always nice knowing chat
different.
Lately during the home meets the there is somebody always believing
girls have been having "buddies."
in you.
AU I can say is that this past
What we do is pull names and
the person that we pulled we gee weekend was one crazy roller
their fu.vorite Gatorade drink, their coaster.
favorite snack before a meet, and
People were crying because
something that inspires them.
they were so happy; everybody
Before conference we even made was hugging each ocher and some
signs for each ocher.
people were just in awe.
le was definitely a team victory
This helps everybody on the team
know that they are appreciated and and I'm proud of every single girl
on the team.
needed.
Everybody stepped up and did
Some people on the ream didn't

Mld-ANt11,/ed

Educacors• Job

MOLLY CWTTER I
SOPHOMORE ATHLtrE

"All I know is
that it couldn't
have been done
without everyone
encouraging each
other. Especially
coach (Mary)
Wallace. I feel
like she believed
in us the most.
She knew we
could pull it off
without a doubt,
and that is what
we needed."
what they needed ro do, and some
girls even went above and beyond.
AU I have
to say is chat it
is a great way
to kick Start
the
outdoor
season.

Molly Clutter is a sophomore journalis..
major and a member of the women's
rugby and track teams.

Fa~~

9:30 a.m.-2:30 p.m . University Union Ballrooms

All students considering a career in
education are encouraged to attend!
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WOMEN'S TRACK AND FIELD I NOTEBOOK

Sprinters make the difference
By Brandy Provaznik
StaH Reporter

were our cwo question marks where
we weren't sure we were going to
ger any points from those evenrs,"

'The Pamhe1~ talked Friday night Wallace said. "for those two athletes
about closing the gap in points co come through for us was really
important."
against Tennessee Stare.
Walcott placed second in the
Eastern led after the firsc day
of competition with 38 points. high jump with a jump of 5 feec,
4.25 inches and O'Grady placed
Tennessee Stare had 29.
Women's head coach Mary sixth in the 800-meter run with a
Wallace said they knew Tennessee time of 2 minutes, 20.66 seconds.
"I knew chat no macrer what, I
would score a lot of poinrs in the
200-meter dash.
would get one poinr, bur I didn't
"There could have been some wanr co get last place, O'Grady said.
times especially when we goc to "I really wanted ro help the team."
Senior Jillian Blondell said she
some of Tennessee State's stronger
events where the girls could have was proud of O'Grady qualifying
felr the pressure and folded," men's and placing sixth in the finals.
"She (O'Grady) said all she
head coach Tom Akers said. "Bur
they got up there and battled and wanted was a point and I was like,
exceeded where we were picked co 'Well, you got three,"' Blondell
be in those specific events."
said.
Akers said Tennessee State is
predominately sprint-oriented and Rankings affect Arnold
are strong anywhere from the 60Freshman Kandace Arnold was
merer dash to the 800-meter run.
ranked going inco the Ohio Valley
The Tigerbdles won the 60, 200 Conference Championships co win
and 400-merer dashes, as well as the shoe put and place third in the
placing first and second in the 800- weight throw.
Arnold placed third in che shor
meter run. Freshman Erin O'Grady
was the only Eastern competitor pur with a throw of 41 feer, 7.75
in the 800-merer run and said she irtches and sixth in the weight throw
knew she needed co seep ic up, score (48 feet, 5.5 inches). Arnold said
some points and nor allowTennessee being ranked so high added co her
stress and made her more nervous.
Scare ro get roo far ahead.
The weight throw ranking was
"Thar is what pulled me co go
faster," O'Grady said. "I jusc kept based off a throw in the Early Bird
saying to myself, 'Points, points. I've meer at the beginning of December
got to do chis for the team. Points, and the shot put ranking came from
a throw at the Mega Meet in late
points, points."
January.
"People looked at me like you
Unexpected contributions
didn't do too well," Arnold said.
Snml" arhleccs did not do as well
as expected and some exceeded "They were like, 'Why, didn't you
expectations chis weekend, Wallace throw as good as you were placed?'
said.
I haven't done chat since December
Sophomore Nicole Walcott in so I couldn't live up co that because
the high jump and O'Grady in the my groove has nor been there."
800-merer were two individuals
Arnold said she felt like everyone
char did becrer than they thought expected more than what she felt
they would, she said.
she was capable 0£
"The high jump and the 800
"I know it sounds kind of

JAY GRABIEC ITHE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Senior high jumper Deb Hasik attempts to clear the bar Friday during the high jump competition at the Ohio
Valley Conference Championships in Lantz Fieldhouse.

kiddish hue ic messes with my head
sometimes," Arnold said.

What's next for the Panthers
The women will go back to their
normal routine after celebrating
their fuse-ever OVC championship,
Akers said.
Winning the indoor conference
title made the Panthers more
anxious to do it again in outdoor,
said sophomore Shawana Smith.

"But we are going co have ro
come harder in outdoor because the
competition is going to be coming
harder roo," Smith said. "They are
going to fix where they made their
mistakes."
Easrem had an advanrage indoors
because of irs indoor facili ry to work
our on and competing at home for
the meet, Akers said.
Akers said he thinks Eastern
will have a disadvantage in outdoor

because they are the northern-most
school in the conference and will
have the worst weather all spring to
to get training in.
Before the outdoor season starts,
sophomores Chandra Golden and
Smith will have the opportunity co
compete in the Last Chance Meers at
Notre Dame chis weekend. Golden
(60-meter hurdles) and Smith (200meter dash) will ger to cry co lower
their times, Wallace said.

MEN'S TRACK AND FIELD I NOTEBOOK

White returns from injury; helps at conference
By Kevin Marphy
Associate Sports Ed'itor

Freshman Darius White came
back from an injury earlier in the
season and scored in the Ohio
Valley Conference Indoor Track
and Field meet.
'Tm starting to gee the hang of
(the weight throw}," White said. "It
was very hard to gee used to because
of my leg."
White said he tore his left
meniscus {the muscle in the back of
the left leg).
White threw 44 feet, 8 inches
co place eighth in the weight throw
and threw 45 feet, 4.25 inches to
place seventh in the shot put.
"He rises ro the occasions and
scored in both events for us," said
men's head coach Tom Akers.

Embry said. "I got a lot more power,
energy, I was not as tired as I usually
would be in another track meet."
Embry, also a wide receiver, on
Eastern's football team, finished
third in the 60-mecer hurdles.
"I was a lot more hungry and
a lot more aggressive to help my
team," Embry said.
of
Dominique
Rodgers
Tennessee Stace won the long jump
(7.64 meters).
"{Placing fourth) was a feeling
of relief and gratitude ... because of
the quality jumpers we have in this
conference," Embry said.
Buford Williams of Tennessee
Seate, who was second at the
conference meet, has the third best
jump in the nation.

Eruteya's last chance

Senior jumper Obe Erureya won
the indoor OVC triple jump ar 50
Junior Mike Embry placed in feet, 11.5 inches.
both che long jump and the 60Eruteya said he hadn't rriple
meter hurdles at the OVC meet.
jumped in the last five weeks
"I felt forrunace and lucky," because of a hamstring issue.
Embry said of finishing fourth in
"All the rehab, the hard work and
the long jump (7.03-mecers). "le the dedication I've put into track is
was a loc of motivation because I really paying off," Erureya said.
believe I put a good one out there
Ecuceya will ger a chance to
and chat's what chose guys were improve his NCAA provisional
jumping."
qualifying mark in the triple jump.
Embry said he thought he did a
He will travel along with ocher
good job of pushing his hips.
team members to Notre Dame in
"Tod11.y fdt kind of atnlli~"' • South Bend,. Ind., on Friday arid

Embry contributes

che nation."

Freshman breaks school record
Freshman middle disrance runner

Wes Sheldon broke the freshmen
600-merer dash record with a time
of 1 minute, 21.95 seconds.
He did this ar the Friday Night
Special on Feb. 16.
Sheldon finished fifth in the
800-meter run at conference.
"My own goal was trying to relax
and run my race," Sheldon said.
Sheldon ran a faster time
in the finals than he did in the
preliminaries.
"When I finished (in the prelims)
I was a little out of ic," Sheldon
said.
Akers has noticed the work of
Sheldon indoors and ex.peers him
to have a becrer outdoor season.

Newton competes at first OVC's
Junior
Andrew
Newton
competed ar his fuse OVC's chis
pasr Friday and Sarurday.
"(Competing today) feels like
breaking through a barrier," Newton
said.
Newton said he had to deal with
JAYGRABIEC I THE DAILYEASTERH NEWS injuries every time conference rolled
around.
Junior middle distance runner Chris Wesson leads the pack during
Newcon participated in che mile
the 800-meter run at the Ohio Valley Conference Championships on
and
che 3,000-mecer race.
Saturday at Lantz Fieldhouse.
Saturday.
The Rockford native ran cross
go further," Eruceya said. "(Norre
'l fdt good arid 1 think. I tan Dame lta~...wit-6f.the b~ cratks in __CQJJJ'lrr:y chis. past fall • , ....

ATHLETICS

I HAIR CARE

spor sschedule
TRACK ANO FIELD

Friday at last Chance Meets I
All day, Notre Dame, Ind.
BASEBALL

Friday at Memphis Tourney vs.
Indiana I Noon Memphis, Tenn.
WOMEN'S SOFTBALL

Saturday at Panther Prowl

I

All day, Williams Field
TRACK ANO FIELD

Saturday at last Chance Meets I
All day. Notre Dame, Ind.
WRESTLING

Saturday at NW West Regional I
All day, Cedar Falls, Iowa
BASEBALL

Saturday at Memphis Tourney vs.
Northern Iowa I Noon Memphis.
Tenn.
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Showing off their locks
Athletes and team
policies allow them to
focus on game, not on
their threads
By Kevin Murphy
Associate Sports Ecfitor

MEN'S TENNIS

Saturday at Indianapolis

I

2 p.m. Indianapolis
WOMEN'S TENNIS

Saturday at Indiana-Purdue·
Indianapolis I 6 p.m. Indianapolis
BASEBALL

Sunday at Memphis Tourney vs.
Memphis I 2:30 p.m. Memphis, Tenn.

Easrem sophomore running
back Norris Smith has dreadlocks
co worry about.
Defenders could pull his hair in
crying for a cackle and it is legal.
Bur, he said it has never
happened.
To get the dreadlocks Smith said
he threads chem up and lees chem
gro':" ouc.

Smith said co gee chem co stay
that way, he has co wash his hair
and do the normal things when ir
comes to hair care.
Norris said his dreadlocks are all
natural and sometimes ir cakes one
co rwo years ro grow our.
He said this process is called the
'lock and cwisc.'
'Ibere is another ·way for dreads
co grow.
Smith said he can put weave in
his hair and it will only cake four co
five months to grow out, bur it's
not natural ..
Dreads are noc the concern
for rugby player and crack achlere
Samantha Manco.
"In one of rhe (rugby) games
lase year, a girl was crying ro puJl

me back by my jersey; she got my
hair," Manto said.
Most of Eastcrn's rugby players
don't have co worry about hair,
since most of their hair is short.
They have to pull their hair through
helmecs, though.
"It's rough, with the long hair
to get it through the little hole,"
Manto said.
Manto emphasizes a hair policy
chat it is a rule in any sporr.
"You don't wane your hair co be
a discraction from what you're here
to do," Manco said.
Manco has noticed a certain
scylc chat the female crack and field
team has gone with.
"Locs of people this year arc
dying their hair dark or cur their

hair really short," Manto said.
Opposite of that philosophy
is freshman distance runner Erin
O'Grady.
O'Grady is often sporting rwo
braids or her hair in a bun.
"(The braids) keep the hair ouc
of my face so when I'm running I
don't have co worry about anything
getting in my way," she said.
O'Grady said she prefers braids
as opposed co a bun.
She said the braids don't have
loose ends.
"You puJl your (braids) tight
back but then the bun comes
loose," she said.
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SOFTBALL I ENGAGEMENT

The Ohio Valley Conference women's
and men's basketball tournaments
started last night.
Alas, for the third time in the last
four years, Eastern's men's team isn't
in it, and for the second time in the last
three, the Panther women aren't in it
either.
Tennessee Tech head coach Mike
Sutton (above) has said all season long
the conference needs to have all 11
teams compete In the tournament.
We're in agreement with Sutton's
opinion, and here's three ideas on how
to improve the tournament.
1. One l0<1tio11- NashviUe, Tenn.. hosts
the semifinals and finals. but not first·round
games. With the CM as a low, mid-major,
having it in ooe location is hard because of
financial concerns. But how about awarding
the league champion by having them host
all tournament games? The CJ.IC plays 20
conference games, making the regular
season mean more. Hosting the tournament
rewards the league's winner.

Z. Start it l1tel"'- The championship is
Saturday. The earliest the winner would play
next is the first day of the NCAA Tournament
(March 15). Move it back a weekend. The
excitement of a low·major team winning
a tournament the day of, or right before,
Selection Sunday is worth it.
3. Better tums, more laterest- The
conference isn't getting the quality nonconfereoce l'Jins it needs. Only one team. in
men's and women's basketball, has more
than 20 wins. Southeast MISSOUri women
had 21 wins entering Tuesday night's game
against Austin Peay. The CJ.I(. ranked 24"
out of 32 conferences in men's basketball
in the RP1 ratings, and for women. the CJ.I(.
ranked 19"' out of 32 conferences.

-Matt Daniels
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Head softball coach Kim Schuette speaks to her players during p{actice Tuesday afternoon at O'Brien Stadium. Schuette is engaged to Jason
Dorey, the softball's volunteer assistant coach.

A love connection off the field
Head coach and assistant coach
plan wedding for June
By Chris Sentel
Stall Reporter

They'd been friends for a long time.
They coach together here at Eastern.
And now the two have an engagement ring
chac impresses their players.
Eascem's head softball coach Kim Schuette is
marrying Jason Dorey, Eastern's softball volunteer
assistant coach, chis June.
Schuette and Dorey have been mutual friends
for close to eight years. Dorey played baseball in
college at Northern Illinois and Northeastern
Illinois.
One of his teammates knew Schuette. 'The

teammate introduced the rwo of them and rhey
have been close friends ever since.
Schuerre moved from Illinois co Indiana, then
ouc co California, then back co Illinois while
following her dreams of coaching.
"Whenever I was in town, we would gee
together with a bunch of friends," Schuecce said.
"He kept uack of me and I kept crack of him,
and then one day it jusc became a logical thing
when our paths collided again."
Schuecte said that ir is a lictle weird working
wich her fiance, but they have a running joke chat
she is rhc boss at work and he can cry co be chc
boss ac home.
Dorey proposed to Schuene after the first
softball cournarncnt lase year in mid-February.
Schuette said it was a shock, bur wa.~ also a nice
scarr co last year's season.

Soon after che proposal, Schuecte brought her
new ring ro practice ro show the ceam.
"We were preccy excited for her," said senior
fir.st baseman Kacy Steele. She came into practice
and her ring is gigantic
1he wedding will be held in June ar the
Mattoon Pre~bycerian Church, and the wedding
reception will be held ac Easrcm. Schuette said
June is che obvious choice for the wedding
bc..-cause chere is only about a l 0-day span within
the year in which they could have the wedding
and the honeymoon.
Schucnc and Dorey are going ro spend seven
days in Mexico for their honeymoon, which is
exciting for Schuerre because the closest thing
she has ever had co a vacacion before were softball
trips.
n
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